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SINCLAIR LEWIS: AN AMERICAN LIFE, by Mark Schorer. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961.
885 pp. $10.00.
This is, of course,' a huge book, massive with detail gathered, arranged, and composed over a period of many years as scholars' work goes. For these, and other reasons,
it is in the great tradition of biography, bringing to bear on its subject so much fact and
steady, illuminative intelligence that the r~ult is, if not the last word, a timdess reseryoir
and demanding reference for those who think they have something that adds to, or
changes, the portrait. The obvious comparison is with Boswell, but his intimacy with
his subject will aly,rays be a special case. More comparable in approach and method are
Carl Sandburg's life of Lincoln, and Richard Ellmann's life of James Joyce, particularly
the latter because of the similar professional approach and scope. But Schorer's book
shares with th~e biographies something else that.is more interesting-a consistent sense
of inevitability, of destiny, as the details slowly unfold the life, and with this a prophetic,
almost oracular tone, the accents the fates themselves might use were they to spin these
threads. Sandburg has the advantage of the. heroically tragic figure, so that we end in
nobility and catharsis. Ellmann's Joyce ends with considerable dignity, though there is
a depressing sense of the unraveling of Joyce's life after the hermetic subdeties of Finnegan's Wake-the pathetic trials and disappointed hopes caused by his daughter's mental
illness, and the flurried, ineffectual flights from the greater social illness of the onset of
the war. Schorer's Lewis is much, much less rewarding in terms'of strength, warmth,
dignity, clarity of purpose, indeed any qualities that enrich him and move us to more than
a rather terrible sense of collapse. And finally mthe subtide-American Life-there lies
the possibility that what we have been reading is an indictment of not only him and his
milieu, but ours and us. It is this that may have led some reviewers to wonder how Mark
Schorer could have chosen, and then endured his labors.
.
This is the story of the ugly duckling without the endearing qualities and the happy
ending, almost without the pond itsdf to swim in, and certainly without the rdenting
mother and the brood. Sauk Center and its environs are a scarifying, unrelenting place,
so much so that one wonders if there was ever a moment for the boy Lewis to weep and
yearn, but even more desperately if the genes themsdves had somehow-not conveyed to
him those human capabilities. There is for him almost no passage from hurt to hardness,
from sensitivity to an ambition that ranged with more facility than purpose from religious
moonings to the exchange of smart blasphemies with H. L. Mencken and Dreiser.
Schorer's portrait of this beginning, through careful research and the diaries, is so devastating as to leave lime sense of the possibility of any other devdopment. In this way, the
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story never has a hero. Lewis is almost at once formed as not even a completely divided
being, but a wildly oscillating mixture of hater, mimic, satirist, and joiner, good fellow,
and sentimentalist, who careens through college and early experiments to the status of
author of best-sellers, making a great deal of money, whose formula is exhaustive "research" of background~nd facts, as if he could not trust his imagination, interrupted by
drunkenness and illness, -frenetically culminating in a savage use of people and materials
that either betrays or makes his acquaintances co-criminals in an underground operation
of his talent. For a while, in the sensitively done account of the development of his friendship with Dorothy Thompson, and the early days of their marriage, there is hope that
her sanity an~ understanding can change the pattern. But he turns on her, too, and from
that point on it is all downhill, terribly so, for a man apparendy completely without
love for any person, until the death, alone and most strangely ill-attended in a Mediterranean world for which he had no true feeling.
Perhaps a les$ fatalistic, more humanly rellssuring, life of Lewis will one day be
written; yet one cannot see how this could be done with the materials Schorer presents.
To say that he intends by this American life to indict and implicate all life and all of us
is an extension of conjecture I do not feel I can make. But certainly the effect is to touch
us all in this hectic, chaotic, disintegrating age through which we pass. Perhaps this
"touching" can be guiding as well as cause for despair.

-E. W. Tedlock, Jr.
Dr. Tedlock, professor of English at the University of New Mexico, is the editor of Frieda Lawrence Collection of D. H. Lawrence Mss. and author of the forthcoming D. H. Lawrence, Artist 6' Rehel: A Study of
Lawrence's Fiction, both published by the University Press. His story, .. 'Tis a Fond Ambush," one of
numerous contributions to the Quarterly, will be published in an anthology of best juvenile stories, by the
Child Study Association of America.

THE MORMON CoNFLICT 1850-1859, by Norman F. Furniss. 3II pp. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1961. $5.00.
Students of western history will welcome this excellent study by Dr. Norman F.
Furniss, chairman of the Department of History and Government at Colorado State University. To this subject,"so highly charged with emotion and so often discussed with
too-evident bias, he briDgs a clear vision and an analytical mind. He has gone through
an amazing amount of basic material in the form of reports, government documents,
contemporary publications, letters, and diaries from which he has sifted and integrated
the facts.
He sets the beginnings of the conflict as the massacre of seventeen Mormons at Haun's
Mill, Missouri, Oc;tober 30,1838, the climax of violence which had spread over more than _
five years and brought the Mormon group from New York to Ohio and on to Missouri,
where they had been driven from Jackson to Clay to Caldwell County. Immediately following the massacre, Governor Boggs issued his "Exterminating Order," ordering every
Mormon to give up his arms, deed back his property, and leave the state forthwith.
Their next gather¥tg place was Nauvoo, Illinois. Here they were granted a charter
under which they organized an army and equipped it with all the necessary accouterments.
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When again they were forced to leave and ordered to surrender their arms, they did not
comply. Diaries reveal many devices for secreting their cannon. They were hidden in~
a cornfield, buried under a straw stack, placed in a pit over which lumber was piled, and
even submerged in the Mississippi River. Transporting them to Utah posed a major problem, but they all arrived.
_
One of the first projects for the Council of Fifty in Utah was the erection of a small
arsenal and the appointment of a man to be responsible for the public arms. A gun or
pistol was standard equipment of every man sent to colonize a new area. When Brigham
Young said in, 1847, "1£ our enemies will give us ten years we'll ask no odds of them," he
meant just that. His people would be ready to defend themselves against all enemies.
In 1850 Utah was given Territorial status, and foreign officials were sent to occupy
key positions among the Mormons. Dr. Furniss chronicles the fortunes of the various
judges in Utah, their frustrations and failures in dealing with the defiant Mormons, as
one after another they returned to the East-some with undue haste. With equal skill he
follows events in the nation's capital, the charges and counter-charges which culminated
in the decision to send an army to put down the rebellion in Utah. The reader is made
conscious of the bungling which attended this "bastardized expedition" which was "so
hesitatingly launched and ineptly prosecuted," and he is also given the information as to
units, numbers, supplies, and command so that he has a definite idea of the strength and
resources of the invading army.
With the doings of the Mormons, however, the author is not so familiar, perhaps
because he was not given so free use of their materials. The military organization was
effected early. For example, in December 1850 the colony enroute to establish Parowan
stopped when they were only one week out and organized the "Iron Military District"
• complete with cavalry, infantry, and artillery. (They had one' cannon along.) The reactivation of March 1857 was a routine which waited only the word of the army to animate it.
Likewise, Col. Robert T. Burton's September 24 raid on the army' cattle near South
Pass was the first action of the Mormon War in that arca. The first and only real action
had been taken two weeks earlier on the Mountain Meadows in southern Utah. Here
the speeches of the leaders had been taken at face value: the Indians were not held by
the wrist any longer and the leaders of the local army, now mobilized and placed in action,
decided that "we shall deal with this ,situation now, that our hands may be free to meet
the army when it comes." This was a decisive factor in shaping Mormon policy. Brigham
Young received word of the massacre on September 29; on October 3 he sent orders to
harass the army, drive off their cattle, burn their feed andsupplies, but to. shed no drop
i
of blood.
Yet the men in the mountain passes were there to keep the army out of Salt Lake
Cinr, and that they meant to do. Read their diaries, listen to their war songs, and conjecture whether or not an army could have come into the Valley without 'much bloodshed.
Young Stewart VanVliet was convinced that the..Mormons meant business and some of
his superiors respected his report.
With the stage thus set for war, a few weeks of Indian summer would have brought
BOOKS
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it on. The Mormons thought the hand of God was over them. If so, it was now when the
sudden descent of winter on October 19 forced the army into winter quarters and drove
all but a few of the Mormon troops out of the canyons. Major decisions must be postponed
until spring.
Dr. Furniss is at his best in the analysis of the oudanders involved and of their varying purposes. Each was supreme in his own field-the General, the Governor, and the
Judge-yet each was at variance with the other. The self-appointed peacemaker, Col.
Thomas L. Kane, did n9t .fare so well with them as he did with the Mormons. Powell and'
McCullough, the official Peace Commissioners, gave the Mormon leaders a chance to be
heard and to save face before their own people. So ended a war which nobody won.
The book ends a.epropriately in 1859 with no problems really solved, no solution
promised. The reader has a sense of having grasped the complexity of history and of the
inter-play of forces behind it. He has also a renewed appreciation for genuine scholarship
such as is here displayed.

-Juanita Brooks
Mrs. Brooks, research assistant of the Utah State Historical Society. was co-editor of A Mormon Chronicle,
author of The Mountain Meadows Massacre, and the recently published fohn Doyle Lee: Zealot-Pioneer
Builder-Scapegoat.

CORRESPONDENCIA DE ADOLFO J:. BANDELIER, by Leslie A White and Ignacio Bernal. Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropologfa e Historia, Seria Historia VI, 1960.322 pp. $4.25.
The name of Adolph F. A. Bandelier is generally familiar to those who have some
acquaintance with the cultural history of Latin America, especially that of the American
Southwest, Mexico, and the highlands of Peru and Bolivia. His numerous contributions
to the prehistory, history, and ethnology of Spanish America (most particularly the Southwest)werUlJlPtOPI:iately-recognized when President Woodrow Wilson designated the
Frijoles Canyon area of New Mexico as Bandelier National Monument in 1916.
Born in Bern, Switzerland, in 1840, Bandelier came to this country in 1848 with his
family; they sewed in the small prairie community of Highland, Illinois. There he grew
I
up, receiving his schooling locally, with a supplement of widely diversified interests fostered at home. In 1857, Bandelier was sent to Europe for further study; in the next few
years he spent much time abroad. He came back to this country in 1862 to marry Josephine
Huegy, the daughter of one of his father's. banking partners. Returning to Highland, he
followed the footsteps of his father in many civic activities; he failed, however, to develop
any enthusiasm for his father's business activities.
Scholarly interests held the greatest appeal; they centered in broad problems of Latin
American cultural history, perhaps inspired by his acquaintance in the 1850'S with the
great German scientist, Alexander von Humboldt. Of a more definite nature was the tremendous influence and inspiration he received from Lewis Henry Morgan, sometimes ..
referred to as the "Father of American Anthropology." Morgan visited the Bandelier home
in Highland on a number of occasions.
260
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The considerable correspondence, from Bandelier to Morgan and, later, from Bandelier to Morgan's widow, was edited by Leslie A. White and published by the University of
New Mexico Press in 1940. Added to the published writings of Bandelier, these letters
pJ:ovided many insights into Bandelier's life, especially for the earlier, formative years
when the unsophisticated, largely self-trained student aspired for acceptance in professional, scholarly circles. It should be noted here that such acceptance also meant an escape
from the dreary prospect of life in a small midwestern community and the drudgery of a
business career under the dictatorial hand of his father.
The introductory portion of the volume reviewed here recapitulates White's discus:
, sion of Morgan's very considerable influence on Bandelier. Among the hypotheses that
Morgan wished Bandelier to accept and for which he wanted Bandelier to find collaborative data was one that concerned the ,structure of Aztec society. Morgan believed, and so
convinced Bandelier, that the Aztecs had a democratic tribal organization rather than a
feudalistic, aristocratic state. It was a rather direct outgrowth of this interest in Mexican
high. culture that led Bandelier to initiate correspondenc~ with the famous Mexican historian, Joaquin Garda Icazbalceta in 1875. Bandelier sought advice in his contemplated
study of source materials pertaining to ancient Mexico.
'
As edited by White and Bernal, the present volume gives, in Spanish, a total of sixtysix letters from Bandelier, found in the Garda Icazbalceta papers. Copies, or rough drafts,
of six replies to Bandelier are' also included. It is unfortunate that, as in the case of the
Morgan correspondence, Bandelier's own files of incoming letters have never come to light.
Though the volume is presented entirely in Spanish, Bandelier actually opened his
correspondence ~ith Garda Icazbalceta in French. At that time, Bandelier considered
himself capable of reading Spanish but lacked confidence in expressing himself in it.
Indeed; one wonders at his facility in French, for Garda Icazbalceta, in the reply to letter
number one, politely invited him to use English. Bandelier declined this suggestion, however, and after four years, he switched to Spanish or as Bernal commented, "what Bandelier optimistically believed was Spanish:' Thereafter, for a time, Bandelier alternated his
usage of the two languages and finally resorted to Spanish alone. Not only have the French
letters been translated for'the present volume, as mentioned~ but the Spanish letters have
been edited for greater readability.
Bandelier's competence in several idioms has been quite generally assumed in view
of his documentary research or publication in English, French, German, and Spanish.
However, Bernal (p. 99) suggests that Bandelier lacked mastery of these languages.
The letters to Garda Icazhalceta are highly important in clarifying certain points in
Bandelier's life which have hitherto remained either confused or blank. One of these is
the conversion of Bandelier to Catholicism. This occurred on July 31, 1881, in Cholula.
His baptismal name was entered as Agustin Vicente Adolfo Francisco Bandelier "de
Berna, Suiza"; Garda Icazbalceta acted as his sponsor (White and Bernal 1960: 248 et
seq.). The thinking leading to this step remains somewhat obscure, but the date and immediate details are now definite. Bandelier was reticent to publicly acknowledge his new
religion for several years but in view of his Protestant family background this is, perhaps,
BOOKS
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understandable. The letters also provide new information on the failure of the F. RJhiner
Bank in Highland, of which Bandelier's father was an officer. Bandelier discussed the
bank affairs with Garda Icazbalceta as early as 1881, and when the crash came, he wrote
full details.
We get additional/glimpses of life in the Bandelier family when he and Garda
Icazhalceta exchanged increasingly candid comments regarding their families. It is noteworthy, however, that Bandelier, as in the case of his correspondence with Morgan and in
the case of his journals, provided virtually no data on his wife, Josephine. References to
"Joe" were rather frequent, but they were never really informative. This might not be.
so strange-were it not for Bandelier's habitual and frequent comments regarding his associ, ates. His father, for example, was bitterly criticized from time to time.
When Bandelier initiated this correspondence, he was, despite his thirty-five years,
just beginning his career while Garda Icazbalceta was already a widely recognized and
respected scholar. The tone of the first letter was humble and filled with respect; the reply
was most friendly. By the time Bandelier did go to Mexico in 1881, the friendship had
become a firm one-as is evidenced by the historian's sponsorship of Bandelier in the
latter's baptism. In subsequent letters, they addressed one another as "godfather" and
"godson."
Bandelier visited Garda Icazbalceta again in the mid-1880'S, but the correspondence
between the two diminished in frequency though not in cordiality. This was undoubtedly
due to the fact thai Bandelier was no longer much interested in Aztec problems. The
correspondence between the two men was, in fact, mutually beneficial; for example, an
important subject throughout the years concerned books and book prices in the USA,
Mexico, and Europe.
Throughout, Bandelie~ reveals himself as a proud, sensitive, impetuous, and often
selfish person, invariably preoccupied with his personal problems. Concern or compassion
for others in similar situations is seldom found in his writings. On the credit side, Bandelier had varied interests; perhaps a weakness is the fact that these tended to be broad and
diversified rather than deep and penetrating. His compulsion to dramatize personal situations is ever apparent; in this, there is only rarely, if at all, any trace of humor or
perspective.
Editors White and Bernal have added another important facet to the picture we have
of the very colorful Bandelier. The present reviewers are in the process of editing Bandelier's journals as these pertain to his Southwestern activities from 1880 through 1892, and
the Garda Icazhalceta letters will be valuable in this work. A definitive biography of
Bandelier, a truly fascinating personage, remains to be written, and again, the present volume will be of substantial aid to the future biographer.

-Charles H. Lange and Carroll L. Riley
Dr. Lange and Dr. Riley are associate professors in anthropology at Southern Dlinois University. Both
were awarded the Ph.D. degree from the University of New Mexico. They are editors of the forthcoming
first volume of SouthweSlem Journals of Adolph Bandelier to be published by the University of New
Mexico Press.
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Man Ray: Indestructible Qb;ect. 1958. Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Morton G.
Neumann, Chicago. From The Art of
Assemhlage.
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by William C.
Seitz. New York: Museum of Modern Art
in collaboration with Dallas Museum for
Contemporary Arts, and San Francisco Museum of Art, distrib. by Doubleday, 1961.
170 pp., 146 plates, 12 color plates, i foldout. $6.50.
This rich volume purports to be a catalogue, as it is in fact, of the recently featured
traveling show of the three sponsoring museums, but here all resemblance to conven- •
tional art-show catalogues ceases. As
unconventional as the show itself, this is
a scholarly mo~ograph profusdy illustrated,
written and edited by William Seitz, Associate Curator of the Department of Painting
and Sculpture Exhibitions of the Museum
of Modern Art, author of Monet: Seasons
and Moments, and formerly of the faculty
of Princeton University, who assembled the
assemblages and now makes the term
official.
Assemblage, he explains in his introduction, is a broader term than collage, the
scissors-and-paste technique of turn-of-thecentury Dadaists, but includes collage. It
consists of "collages, objects, and constructions predominandy assembled rather than
painted, drawn, modded, or ~ed. Entirely or in part, their constituent elements
are preformed natural or manufactured materials, objects or fragments not intended as
art materials." The term was first applied
by Dubuffet in 1953 to his collages assembled from butterfly wings to disassociate his
more serious approach from Dada. However, the term ~ here extended includes not
only art as such but "Non-Art" and "AntiArt."
By "Anti-Art" is meant, for instance,
the interesting constructions of the early
twentieth-century bohemian photographer,
OF AssEMBLAGE,
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Man Ray, who wrote of his then shocking

THIS DIFFICULT INDIVIDUAL, EZRA POUND,

objects in this genre, that they were "designed to amuse, annoy, bewilder; mystify,
inspire reflection but not· arouse admiration for any technical c;xcellence usually
sought or valued in objects classified as
works of art."
A pilot piece which does embody cu~ist
art is an oval picture painted by Picasso
in 19U, framed in rope, onto which is
pasted a fragment of oil cloth printed with
a photographed wicker design-an interesting twist of imitation trompe-l'oez"l-that
represents or suggeSts a mixed-up table top.
Oddly enough, the exhibit in New
York that most fascinated a Quarterly staff
member seriously interested in art, was a
piece of "Non-Art" not here illustrated.
This was a junked automobile compressed
into a neat, compact cube, but with recognizable parts, like the organs of an embryo.
A card explained that cubing cars was a
scra~metal industrial technique. The result in the museum, Seitz would call a
"readymade" assemblage, a "portion removed from the everyday environment
without alteration, and presented on a
plane apparently not suited . . . for a special kind of examination."·
The beautiful book and interesting
show are both maqe possible largely
through generous donations to the Museum
of Modern Art. A drive now in progress
has raised over sixteen million dollars and
a gift of land so that the gallery space for
painting alone will be doubled. A pledge of
up to four million dollars by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund will match dollar-fordollar future donations from the public,
hence achievement of the twenty-five million dollar goal of the drive now seems
assured.

by Eustace Mullins. New York: Fleet Publishing Corporation, 1961.379 pp. $5.00 •
Energy. All his life Ezra Pound has
been driven by an incessant and febrile
energy. It was energy that propelled him
from little magazine to little magazine,
from Poetry to Blast to The Little Review
to The Dial to The Exile to L'lndice, quickening each with his fiery touch; energy that
prodded him to seek out and aid Joyce,
Yeats, Eliot, Hemingway, Lawrence, Frost,
and many others; that hurried him to the
literature of China, Japan, Greece, and the
Provence, returning with rich stores; that
in turn induced him to treasonable broadcasts against the United States in World
War II. His own poetry crackles with en··
ergy. If, as reported, Lucifer ever said "Evil,
be thou my good," then Ezra Pound could
well have said "Energy, be thou my guide!"
His is the beauty of energy, the power of
energy.
He has lacked certain traits too. Shyness. Doubt. Uncertainty. Humility. Modesty. Such qualities are debilitating and destructive. They ruin one's career. The man
who succeeds is the man who pushes, loudly. Doubt creates an interesting and decent
human being, but destroys aggressiveness,
egregiousness, and blatancy, the talismans
of the successful. Yet shyness and doubt derive from sensitivity. They arise from an
awareness of other people and of the horror
of the world. They would seem to be indispensable for the finest characters and the
greatest art. Without them Ezra Pound has ,
written some of the most influential poetry
of our time, introduced a new standard
of vernacular and accessible translation, and
served as midwife and impresario to tal· .
ents nobler than his because they sufiered
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from shyness, doubt, uncertainty, humility,
and modesty. We are all in Pound's debt.
And yet, and yet. . . . Theassociate ofshy.ness is human. decency; the associate of energy is grossness.
It is unquestionable that Ezra Pound
suffered serious mistreatment upon his arrest in Italy by American troops in 1945.
Mr. Mullins calls it "Six terrible months"
and he is right. Pound's subsequent incarceration for twelve and a half y~rs in an
American Insane asylum is inexcusable and
frightful. Mr. Mullins' book IS a report of
Pound the man and inspirer of art, and defense of Pound the political polemicist. For
years he faithfully visited Pound in the
asylum and deserves our respect for that.
Despite a disturbing, a very disturbing flaw,
the book is well worth reading. It can be
called an example of "total research." Mr.
Mullins has done his homework. He has
read and lucidly records virtually everything about Pound's life in Britain, France,
Italy, and the United States, and, for good
measure, about the life of all those whom \
Pound touched and assisted in his incredible generosity of vitality. Mr. Mullins' feat
is remarkable and valuable.
But there is great ugliness in this book.
It is disfigured by spleen. It is filled with
hate. It vilifies everything that is liberal,
tolerant, and democratic. It is devoid entirely of respect for political and social ideals
other than its own bleak ones. The author
considers "putrid" the proper adjective for
President Roosevelt. For Sigmund Freud
he can find no better adjective than "foul- .
mouthed" and cannot conceal his satisfaction that Freud died a protracted and
painful death from cancer. Approvingly he
likens Pound to S~ator Joe McCarthy. For
the democratic citizenry he quotes .or emBOOKS
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ploys terms like "third-raters," "rabble,"
and "live-stock." With Pound he appears
to agree that the vote should be restricted
to a "natural aristocracy," the sort of people who occupy a "great h?use." He seems
to assent to Pound's assertion in the 1930S
that all statesmen of that day were scoundrels, except Mussolini and Hider.
" Reading this book, Ezra Pound may frequendy think: I can defend myself from.
my enemies, but who is to protect me from
my friends?
-Willis D.Jacobs
A frequent contributor to the Qrlarterly, Dr. Jacobs
is a professor of English and comparative literature
whose special interests are contemporary English,
and Spanish and French literature. With time out
for war years spent with the Air Force and a Ph.D.
at North Carolina, Dr. Jacobs' major academic career has been pursued at the University of New
Mexico.

ed. by Henry Hill
Collins, Jr. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1961. Illus.526 pp. $10.00.
"Nature across America through the
four seasons as observed by the great writers and naturalists of past and present," is
the accurate subtide of this rich anthology.
It is the ideal candidate for a gift book in
this and every year, inviting in every way,
a triumph of modern bookmaking'for reading and enjoyment.
Divided into the four seasons,each
opened with a monochrome section of Currier & Ives prints and cheerful typographic
devices, The American Year offers intimate
geographies drawn from first-hand observations the length and breadth of America,
from times as recent as last year, as early as
Leif 'Ericson, who about· the year 1000 described a "Summer in Wineland," found
grapes on what may have been Martha's

THE AMERICAN YEAR,
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Vineyard, and carried home a cargo of
these to Icdand.
Names of the authors of the I I I selections- spill out like a cornucopia of nature
writers: Henry David Thoreau, Henry Beston, John Burroughs, Rachel Carson, Mark
Twain, Francis Parkman, Joseph Wood
Krotch, John Muir, Donald CuIross Peattie, Aldo Leopold, Theodore Roosevelt,
John James Audubon, Ernest Thompson
Seton. But this is no ordinary choosing.
The editor achieved balance, cut with discrimination, and sprinkled a great many
surprising nuggets among gems already
widely appraised. We find here Alvar
Nunez Cabeza de Vaca on "The Season of
the Prickly Pears," John Wesley Powell in
the .strenuous adventure of "First Boats
Through the Grand Canyon," E. B. White
-"Miss Nims, take a letter to Henry David Thoreau," Meridel de Sueur on "Dust,"
John Filson on Daniel Boone's "First
Spring in Kentucke" in 1769, Louis Bromfield on the bird and animal visitors to his
"Sugar Camp," Walt Whitman's prose on
May in New Jersey, Jacques Marquette exploring the Mississippi"" in 1673, George
Miksch Sutton seeking birds in the Big
Bend Country in 1933, John Charles Fremont experiencing the rigors of the Sierra
Nevada in the winter of 1843-44, and
Charles Nordhoff (the dder) on "A January Day in Los Angdes," during the boom
days when they were asking "from thirty
to a hundred dollars per acre for unimproved farming land."
One can hardly quarrel with Collins'
sdections, except to thirst for more and to
wish that he had discovered or had room
~or other personal favorites.
-Roland Dickey
/
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A CHAUCER GAZETEER, by Francis P. Magoun, Jr. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1961. 170 pp. $3.50 •
Those expecting to receive a mere itinerary of waystops on the journey of the
Canterbury pilgrims will get far more than
they bargain for in this attractive little book
-for it is in fact a medieval geography.
Chaucer loved the world in its vastness and
his works are studded with faraway place
names in Europe and in Africa and Asia
as well.
The inclusion of place names as well
known as "Parys, Fraunce" might seem at
first blush a little unnecessary but Professor
Magoun of Harvard cites every passage in
which such names appear and gives us interesting derivations of the names themselves, while, without a guide, the unwary
might be trapped by "Philipenses" for instance, which has no anachronistic relation
tO,Filipinos but to the inhabitants of Philippi, the Macedonian city to which St. Paul
addressed his famous Episde. "Surrye" is
no English shire but Syria. The unusual
spelling of other famous names such as Pyze
for Pisa, Poo for Po, Portyngale for Portugal, seem to warrant the student's crutch
here offered.
Certain semi-mythical or ill..defined
places such as "Cithe" (Scythia) are given,
"Helle" and "Stix" appear, but for the most
part his locations are well charted and identifiable even today. The most mixed up
geography is probably in "Britai(g)ne"
(Briteyne): Great Britain (Britoun means
either Britain or Breton in Chaucer), where
lime towns have changed names and whole
counties and kingdoms such as "Northumberlond" have changed location.
NMQXXXI:3
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RHYME AND MEANING IN RICHARD CRA- homely objects transmuted in heaven,an'
idiosyncrasy which Traherne later adopted;
SHAW, by Mary Ellen Rickey. Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1961. 100 pp. sigh-s/(y-high: the perfumes of Araby.
Beside these rhymed associations, there
$3.00 •
In Mary Rickey, Crashaw has found are other symbolic words in Crashaw's verse
his "Not impossible she," a statement which independent of rhyme or at least a single
rhymes a, a, a even though it doesn't scan. rhyme group. Exhalation stands for death;
Reading her little book makes one rhyme- mountains-fountains symbolize the richly
conscious aQ-d inspires new respect for the beautiful even when the fountains are tears,
English baroque poet whose amateurism a favorite image; and with the same ~ic
Pope disparaged. "Having read him twice idea are associated, oddly enough, the
or thrice," sniffed Pope, "I find him one . words blubber, silver, sweat, honey, and
whose works just deserve that trouble." Yet sweet. Ideas and images in Crashaw are
.he grudgingly admitted, "He was (ev'n as easily tr3:cked as his themes were few:
uncorrect as he is) none of the worse versi- wounds, tears, death, spring, marriage, and
ficators." From Pope, Jhose own beat with ideal mistresses about sums them up.
perfecdy turned end-stopped couplets was
Many words that would seem easy to
as unequivocal as a Salvation Army bass rhyme are unaccountably scarcely ever
drum, this was quite an admission.
rhymed. Fair, for example he uses 140 times
Pope should be glad he was spared the in his published verse, rhyming it but 7.9
verse of NMQ where ten rhymed lines an per cent of the time. Sweet he uses more
issue would be rare and sonnets are sonnets than any other rhymed word, 194 times,
by gr-ace of fourteen lines, a loose situation but rhymes it only 5.2 per cent, whereas
holding true with modern poety since vus certain other rhyme words used less £relibre and Walt Whitman broke the man- quendy and, it would seea:l, no easier to _
acles and destroyed the molds. Even Cra- rhyme, he invariably rhymes. He has favoshaw inserted artfully unrhymed lines in rite rhyme combinations. The eight times
his "numbers."
he rhymed doubt it was with out; so with
However it is not flogging a dead note-throat. Many highly individual paired
horse to analyze the subdeties of rhyme words which Miss Rickey tabulates far
structure, though like scrimshaw it is an transcend the June-moon catego~y. George
all hut forgotten art. Miss Rickey does it Williamson's stricture that Crashaw was a
admirably, -linking Crashaw's rhyme with slave to these combinations is probably too
his ideas. She brings forth a fund of evi- harsh, though it is true that in rewriting,
dence to prove that certain rhymes he 're- Crashaw retained his original rhymes even
serves for
ideas. For instance, nest- though he £requendy radically changed the
breast-east evokes t;!le image of the phoenix meaning as well a; their position, and then
in both sacred and profane contexts; mon- it is astonishing how apt these rhymes are
do-profondo: the devil, the furies, or in both contexts.
something equally awesome; blood-good:
Crashaw's evolution as a poet was not
brotherhood or social idea; gems-diadems: primarily philOsophic but technical, alA

certain
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though he did evolve in religious thought
~rough a J>uritan boyhood, Anglican adolescence, to devout Catholic manhood.
-:'During the early part of his writing career,
Crashaw kept the short lyric and the long
complimentary poem discrete. Later he
fused their characteristip to produce the
sort of verse which one thinks as typical
of him: the long topical lyric." He did it
by interlacing recurrent rhymes, a trick he
learned from the Italians. While his direction and inspiration derive especially from
George Herbert, his real masters were Marino and Tasso. Contemyoraries Herbert,
Carew, and his protege at Cambridge,
Beaumont, supplied him patterns as well
as did the liturgical prose of Bishop Lancelot Andrews. But essentially Crashaw assimilated and did not merely copy. Miss
Rickey's study convinces that his "poems
only seem unfettered Bights of emotion," a
fact that even disapproving Pope was
shrewd enough to see, "In reality they are
well-planned and orderly."
-Iachard C. Angell
BEST PHOTOS OF THE CIVIL WAR, by Hirst
Dillon Millhollen and James Ralph Johnson. New Yorft: Arco Publishing Co. 266
photographs, 37 lithographs and drawings,
144 pp. $2.50 •
/
An even century after Bull Run or First
Manassas, depending on how you orient to
the Mason & Dixon, comes this little book
that will show you plenty and tell you all
about it. It is largely a book of pictures,
about three hundred of t9J=IIl; for less than
a .penny a picture, it's a bargain. The text
is terse, written by a military man, a Marine, who knows his tactics, grand strategy,
'and Civil War history. For this very reason
-the dry technical recounting of the facts
without the mufBed drums-fighting the
268
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war over again is still a grim experience.
It will show you how fine and foolish, how
basely noble and senseless we Americans
can be. The world will remember what was
said, and "never forget what they did he~e."
This is not only a book for your high school
boy; it is a complete one-evening refresher
course in the military aspects of this war
(and to quote one of its heroes, "War is
hell").
Brady's photos, steel engravings, lithographs, and on-the-spot sketches bring this
national experience back, vividly. Millliollen, curator of photos at th~ Library of Congress, has made the vastlt varied selection
of significant art. These ar¢ not salon :prints;
they are roughly offset, ~ut they furnish
solid documentation and ttIl the story.
CONCISE HISTORY OF LOGIC, by Heinrich
Scholz, translated by Kurt F. Leidecker.
New York: Philosophical Library. 147 pp.,
$3·75·
Granted that this pocket-sized work is
largely a manual for students, it is still a
classic in a way, encapsulating in chronological order great systems from Aristotle
through symbolic logic. To say that it does
them less than justice is an understatement,
but what may one expect in eighty-eight
pages of text? (The rest of the book is comprised of notes in English, French, German,
Greek, and Latin.) Nevertheless, if one has
gone over this ground, the little book brings
the salient points back vividly.
First published in 1931, entitled Abriss
der Geschichte der Logik. the manual was
written by the then Professor Emeritus of
Mathematical Logic and Basic Research at
the University of Miinster in Westphalia.
Herr Doktor Scholz died in 1958. This free
translation is from the second, 1959, edition.
NMQXXXI:3
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CATCH-22, by Joseph Heller. New York:
Simon & Schuster, [961 .443 pp. $5·95·
"Would you like to see our countrY
lose?" Major Major asked.
"We won't lose. We've got more men,
more money and more material. There are
ten million men in uniform who' could replace me. Some people are getting killed
and a lot more are making money and having fun.· Let somebody else get killed."
"But suppose everybody on our side felt
that way."
"Then .I'd certainly be a damned fool
to feel any other way. Wouldn't I?"

One of J. D. Salinger's characters says
somewhere that if he were to be drafted he
wouldn't know which way to shoot since
there are just as many so-and-so's in one
army as there are in another. This opinion
would be considere~ as nothing less than
the literal truth by Yossarian, the retrograde
star of Catch-22, the funniest war novel
since Journey to the End of the Night.
Compared to ceIine, Heller is at once
.more logical and more fantastic in his treatment of the Man vs. War-Machine theme.
Farce and fantasy, however, rob Catch-22

of reality and soften its impact. When the
author blows up or saws in half a secondary
character, who cares? These are all made
out of old TV scripts anyhow.
The only real, three-dimensional character in the novel is die Chaplain who is
not the protagonist but perhaps the actual
hero. This Anabaptist endures that which
by comparison would make a Kafka victim
seem privileged, yet through some miracle
he retains sanity and grace. Yossarian, on
the other 4and, is a comic-s~ip paper doll.
This GI's escape to Sweden solves nothing.
He merely trades army persecutors for civilian pursuers.
The real subject of the novel is paranoia and since paranoia is fashionable, it
comes as no surprise that episodes from
Catch-22 have been nationally televised recently. Heller mayor may not see anything
ironic in American enthusiasm for his belligerently pacifist wor~, but its popularity
stems more from his skillful sounding of
deep sources of humor and pathetic farcefrom universals rather than from narrowly
nationalist or political particulars.

TAO TEH CHING, by Lao Tzu, tr. by John C. H. Wu. New York: St. John's University
Press, 1961. 125 pp. $3.50'
..
THE HSIAO CHING, tr. by Sister Mary Lelia Makra. New York: St. John's University Press,
1961 .77 pp. $3·5°'
However unconcerned a Westerner is with Chinese thought, he may nevertheless
have heard of "Taoism" and "Filial Piety"-the one he equates perhaps with Oriental
mysticism, and the other with Confucian stuffiness. This summary judgment, like many
of its kind, contains an element of truth. But how significant is it? Two attractive books
published by St. John's University Press will lead the attentive student a step closer to an
answer; for the one is the Tao Teh Ching, the classic of Taoism, and the other is the
Hsiao Ching, the book of filial piety.
At the outset, I may say that a great merit of these two books is that the Chinese
text appears side by side with the English translation. Even one who knows little Chinese
will benefit from inspecting the Chinese text. For he will at least be impressed by the
difficulties involved in translation when he sees how three Chinese characters seem to
BOOKS
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demand a whole fat English sentence; or that the same Chinese character may be translated by different wot:ds in different context; or that translators are by no means agreed
as to the meaning of the most fundamental concepts. This is especially so with the Tao
Teh Ching. Textual ambiguity gives its message a reputation for abstruseness, and leads
to the common characterization of Taoism as mystical. As an example, take the three
key words wei wu wei 1 They appear again and again in Tao Teh Ching. What do they
mean? The most common interpretation of wu wei is non-action or inactivity. According
to James Legge" the seven characters wei wu weitse wu pu chih 2 mean "When there is
,this abstinence from action, good order is universal." Chu Ta-Kao, however, offers a
different version: "The Sage governs by non-action; consequendythere is nothing ungoverned." Our translator ~der review, Dr. John C. H. Wu, gives a third-resembling,
but shorter than Legge's: "Practice Non-Ado, and everything will be in order." What's
more, there are at least forty other English translations of the same sentence I Almost any
shade of meaning can be put into it. Dr. Wu's "Practice Non-Ado" has, for me, a mystical
Bavor. It cannot be easy to practice Non-Ado. Some interpretations have a commonsensical Bavor. "Wei wu wei" becomes something like "Abstain from excessive action (interference)." Even a naturalistic interpretation is possible. The famous biochemist Joseph
Needham offers: "Let there be no action (contrary to Nature), and there is nothing that
will not be well regulated."
Compared with the Tao Teh Ching, the Book of Filial Piety (Hsiao Ching) is a
straightforward exhortation to social virtue. The Hsiao Ching claims tb tecord a dialogue
between Confucius and his disciple Tseng Tzu, although it was prpbably written a
couple pf centuries after the Master's death (478 B.C.). The social virtue propounded is
family loyalty, and the key word in family loyalty is hsiao, which Sister ~ry Lelia Makra
in her translation renders as "filiality." In the Hsiao Ching, filiality is preached with an
insistence and an exaltation not found in the accepted canons of Confucius himself. One
reads, for instance, "Filiality is the foundation of virtue and the rQ<>t of civilization."
Again, "Filiality is the first principle of heaven, the ultimate standard of earth." By contrast, the actual duties prescribed for the son appear quite modest. The son is "to render
utmost reverence [respect?] to them [his parents] while at home; he supports them with
joy; he gives them tender care in sickness; he grieves at their death; he sacrifices to them
with solemnity." What makes these precepts "the root of civilization" and the "ultimate
standard
of earth" is that the ideal of filiality, in varying degrees, is to be carried out in
/
all social rclations involving an inferior and a superior; thus the servant to his master,
the younger brother to the older brother, and the minister to his king.
Unljke /ilia/it" the word hsiao s etymologically emphasizes the relation between
"age" and "youth." It does not originally imply, as filiality does, the one-sided duty of
youth toward age, son toward parents. However, in practice hsiao has come to express
-I.
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POEM OF THE Cm, tr. by W. S. Merwin.
New York: A Mentor Classic, New American Library, 1962.3 15 pp. $ .75.
In a series of low-priced paperbacks
frankly appealing to the drugstore "culture"
trade, the appearance of a book bearing the
earmarks of a nearly definitive edition is a
rarity indeed. Rather exceptional care has
been taken by the publishers of the New
American Library to make their edition of
the Poem of the Cid something more than
a merely utilitarian textbook for World
BOOKS
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Literature curricula or a pretentious means
of passing time on a bus or a train. Adequately bound and unusually well printed,
the Poem of the Cid opposes on facing
pages Menendez Pidal's definitive Spanish
text with Merwin's modern English verse
translation.
An original poet and playwright of
considerable repute, William S. Merwin
proved that he 'was also an able and sensitive translator of Spanish in his collection
Spanish Ballads. published in 1961; in trans271
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lating the Poem of the Cid, however, he excelled himself. Maintaining a judicious
balance between the literal significance of
the Spanish and the demands of English,
Merwin brilliantly captures the color, spirit,
and verve of the original in a free-Howing,
coherent English rendition. Having found
the basic mechanics of the Spanish verse
to be ~sonance and rhythm, he wisdy
avoids the pitfall of attempting. to imitate
both in English, choosing instead to duplicate for the most part only the rhythmic
pattern of the Spanish verse. His fidelity to
the literal sense of the original language is
indeed exceptional: it may be said that this
is one of the very few translations of any
verse with which the reader need not red
that he ought to have known the original
language in order to know what is "really"
being said in the poem.
Merwin's detailed introduction to the
poem is a great asset to the understanding
of the historical.background of its composition and of its hero, Don Rodrigo (Ruy)
Dfaz de Bivar. One of the finest capsule
histories of deventh-century Spain, the Introduction describes the chaotic conditions
of the Christian-Moorish struggles of the
period-a confusion of shifting loyalties
and savage warfare that rardy followed the
lines of religIous allegiances, and which
made it quite possible~for an exiled knight
of extraordinary cunning to recoup his fortunes, become a king in his own right, and
win back the esteem of a sovereign who,
embarrassingly, had become weaker than
the vassal he ruled. In this connection it
may be recalled that just thirty-three years
before the Cid's death in 1099, a Norman
vassal of the King of France made an expedition into England to win a throne and
greater- power than his sovereign in Paris.
272
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This background is particularly important, for the Poem of the Cid is one of
the few of its kind for which definite historicity can be found. The poem seems to
have been composed less than forty years
after the hero's death, in the lifetime of
men who could have personally known the
dauntless Campeador.
The Poem of the Cid will undoubtedly
be read by a far greater audience now than
ever before for two reasons: the easy accessibility of Merwin's fine translation, and the
recently released Hollywood production
that itself is certain to generate considerable
interest in the epic-just as it most certainly
prompted the publication of this translation. The poem is a good, fast moving tale
about· a pretty fast moving caballero, and
Merwin has captured the spirit and the
drama of the original in, translation that
is not only authoritative but a thoroughgoing pleasure to read.

a

I

-A//an R. Zo/l
Allan Zoll, a graduate of the University of Michigan, is a teaching assistant in the English Department of the University of New Mexico.

DANTE AUGHIERI, "THE PURGATORIO,"
tr. by John Ciardi. New York: The New
American Library: A Mentor Classic, 1961.
Paper, $ .75.
DANTE'S INFERNO, DANTE'S PURGATORIO,
DANTE'S PARADISO, Italian text with English
Translation and Comment, by John D. Sinclair. New York: Oxford University Press,
Galaxy Books, 1961. Paper. In three vols.,
Vols. 1 and 2, $2.25 each; Vol. 3, $2.50.
John Ciardi's translation of the Inferno, which appeared some time ago, is
now followed by an equally useful rendering of the Purgatorio. Each literary generation seems to re-translate Dante in its own
terms, sometimes well, sometimes abominNMQXXXI:3
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ably; but it seems in fashion today to avoid
the archaisms of the nineteenth<entury
tr;,mslators that went so well with the Dore
engravings which seemed to be a necessary accompaniment to the garishly bounJ
versions of Dante's pilgrimage through the
nether regions that lay on the library and
parlor tables of the well-read up to a few
years ago. Both Ciardi and Sinclair do
nicdy without the visual representations of
the denizens of Hell, Purgatory, and
Heaven; both translations are vivid and adhere remarkably well to what Dante actually said-or what I, with my less than
J
dementary Italian, think he said. '
A reader who has only a sketchy
knowledge of the behavior of a language
often appreciates a frank discussion of the
translator's method of procedure; and Mr.
Ciardi's essay which introduces his translation of the Purgatorio is well worth the
price of the book. His is a verse translation,
and in his wise decision to avoid the tercets
of Dante's original and to work out a variation of his own he has succeeded in catching the spirit and much of the Bavor of the
Italian without sacrificing accuracy. Ciardi
explains lucidly his reasons for adopting
this method, and poetry, after all, should be
read as poetry if one wishes to derive a full
poetic experience from his reading . . .
this much, at least, can be said for a verse
translation.
Sinclair's translatioI;l is as literal as the
exigencies of the English language will permit, highly read:tble, and in prose. Following .each. canto is a series of explanatory
notes, and each page is faced with the appropriate sections of the Italian text of the
Societa Dantesca Italiana. Sinclair's notes,
supplemented by Ciardi's, make the reading
of the two versions simultaneously an imBOOKS
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mensdy rewarding experience. In neither
translation are the notes so erudite as to bore
the general reader nor so dementary as to
bore the specialist. The two versions should
be at home on anyone's shdves.
Translating Dante is like translating Cervantes-impossible. The best one can hope
for is something which does not falsify the
original, and both Ciar9i and Sinclair succeed admirably in their task. Ciardi begins
his Translator's Note as follows: "Any theoretical remarks offered by a translator are
bound to be an apology for his failures.
Obviously no sane translator can allow
himself to dream of success. He asks only
f-or the best possible failure." Be that as it
may, I bdieve that both Ciardi and Sinclair succeed in presenting rather successful failures, and in both' cases-to paraphrase a cliche-traduttore non traditor~.
-/.R.Feynn

e

MODERN JAPANESE STORIES, AN ANTHOLOGY,

ed. by Ivan Morris. Woodcuts by Masakazu
Kuwata. Rudand, Vt.: Charles E. Tutde
Co.; 1962. 512 pp. $6.50.
Accepted for the Japanese Translations Series of the UNESCO Collection of
Representative Works, this anthology con~s twenty-five stories by twenty-five authors. Thirteen are translated by the editor,
Ivan Morris, a lecturer on Japanese history
and literature at Columbia University who
received his doctorate at the School of
Oriental Studies, London University, and
who has worked extensivdy in Japan. Five
other pieces are translated by Edward Seidensticker, five by George Saito, and two by
Geoffrey Sargent. Morris in his twenty-one
page introduction points out that "Contemporary literature in Japan, despite its remote ancestry, may be regarded as a new
273
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literature, scarcely beyond its formative
stage." Japanese short story writing is a
Westernized art, beginning with its exposure to Maupassant;n the 1890's, and in..
Buenced since, like Japanese painting, by
the same esthetic currents that have shaped
the lively arts of the Western world.
Each story is provocatively illustrated
with a full-page woodcut by Masakazu
Kuwata, and most of the stories, like the
woodcuts, are sound, competent and conservative. The artist and the writers employ techniques familiar to us, but the
themes, the details, and the points of view
are contemporary Japanese. The stories
seem calm, even dispassionate, compared to
ours, but they are bona fide modern literature, and not "quaint tales." The stories
differ from each oth$=r in about the same
degree that a selection of two dozen mod.
ern American short stories from intellectual magazines would differ, but their
milieu gives them a special impact. The
stories date from 1910 to 1954, and the authors have found previous audience in this
country. To name two: Dazai Osamu, author of the splendid novel translated as
Setting Sun. contributes a memorable humorous story of "The Courtesy Call" by a
neighbor with "not a jot of goodness in
him" who visits the author, newly moved
to a country district, and takes advantage
of his host to ~onsume a quantity of precious wartime whiskey. Mishima Yukio,
best known for the novel Confessions of a
Mask. is represented by the story of "The
Priest and His Love," adapted from a fourteenth<entury chronicle of a saintly Buddhist priest who falls in love with the beauty
of the Great Imperial Concubine. The
lovers, separated by a bamboo blind, at
last clasp hands, and each suffers a moment
274
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of powerful transformation. The story is
told with extravagant imagery and poignant effect.
In addition to its entertaining content,
the book encourages the reader to continue
exploring Japanese fiction. The work of
each author is introduced by a brief critical biography. A selected bibliography of
sources in English is given, plus an index
of story dates and original Japanese titles.
The four translators are identified and
indexed.
.
For this and other volumes it has
printed in Japan, the Tuttle Co. is to be
congratulated for offering fresh, beautiful
books, accurately manufactured. Japan:
Theme and Variations. a Collection of
Poems by Americans. edited and published
by Charles E. Tuttle, is a model of tasteful
poetry printing and sympathetic editing.
Its designer, M. Weatherby, also planned'
the Modern Japanese Stories. He surmounts
the rarely successful combination of sansserif and roman type, and presents the
book in a stunning two-piece cloth binding
which is both pleasant to touch and practical.
-Roland Dickey

PATRICIA SMITH
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PUTO, THE COLLECTED DIALOGUES INCLUDING THE LETTERS, ed. by Edith Hamilton and
Huntington Cairns. New York: Pantheon Books, Boliingen Series LXXI, 1961. 1763 pp.

S7·5q·
This book, the seventy-first in a series of publications sponsored by the Bollingen
Foundation dealing with the truly great books of the Western humanistic tradition, is an
extremely handsome and attractive volume. Beautifully printed on good quality paper,
it is very long but not at all cumbersome. Even in the day of the paperback the price of
this sturdily bound work is by no means excessive for a person who wishes to have at
hand the complete works of Plato in a s~gle volume.
The book is not an original contribution to modem scholarship, nor does it make
any attempt at a critical analysis of Plato's thought. Its purpose is to present all the major
dialogues, arranged, it would seem, according to an editorial criterion of literary merit.
The only notes found in it are those giving the source of quotations from other works
that appear in the body of the text; all others have been eliminated. Since the dialogues
of Plato have been translated into all modem foreign languages on more than one occasion, the editors' main task has been to discriminate among the extraordinarily large number ·of translations that are currendy available. They have sdected the w;ork of fourteen
different nineteenth- and twentieth-century English and American translators (much of
which has previously appeared in other connections in other volumes), ranging from the
"ery well known versions of Jowett, the "Master of Balliol," through Cornford's splendid
trans~ationsto the versions of other contemporaries, whose work is, on the whole, not
nearly so well known.
The difficulty of rendering exacdy and precisdy a highly complex and abstract philosophical vocabulary is in itSdf substantial. :nere is, in addition, the problem of doing
justice to Plato's style, which, at its best, is one of the finest in the world, a factor most
influential in arriving at a final estimate of his achievement that is often overlooked. These
problems, together with the use of so many different transl~tion styles, have unavoidably
introduced some dements of dissonance and unevenness, as each translator, responding
to the challenge of the original in his own time and place' and with his own personal
predilections and idiosyncrasies, has rendered his material in the way that he himsdf has
thought best and most proper. The editors have striven to harmonize and reconcile these
differences as much as possible in the interest of achieving a balanced whole. To this end
they have introduced certain changes in spelling, punctuation and metrical terminology
throughout the book, and have included an excellent and most compendious index, which
represents a thorough revision of die index of Evelyn Abbott, as revised by Matthew
Knight, which was published in the third volume of Jowett's Dialogues of Plato in 1892.
The editors themselves have made little direct contribution to the volume. Mr. Cairns
has written a twelve-page introductory essay which is limited to a very brief appreciation
of a few of the most cardinal points in Plato and turns chiefly upon the Republic. Miss
Hamilton, perhaps the most distinctive appreciator of the Classics in America today,
has contributed a page or two at the beginning of each dialogue that is primarily a sumBOOKS
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mary of the main points to follow. In these notices she advocates and elaborates her
that the intellectual achievements of Ancient Greece have been
unsurpassed in the whole range and history of human thought.
Of course, her contention has much to recommend it, but the question may be asked
whether indiscriminate praise of Antiquity (which Miss Hamilton is by no means alone
in uttering) may not ultimately prove harmful to the cause it so ardently seeks to foster.
One of the most striking characteristics of contemporary education has been the drastic
decline of the Classics as an object of serious study. Many reasons have been given to
account for this decline, and the blame is most frequently assigned a modern cause. One
has, however, the uneasy feeling that incautious testimonials may have contributed, at
least to some degree. They tend to identify the accomplishments of a very small segment
of a single group in one city-state out of many during a comparatively short period of
time with the entire contributions of all the Greeks from the rise of Achaea to the fall
of Constantinople. When such views are accompanied by sweeping generalizations concerning democr~cy, liberty, freedom, etc., without any explanatory qualifications, the
result can very often be merely the disorientation and confusion of the modern student,
who unfortunately lacks the Classical background that earlier writers on these topics
could safely assume that their readers possessed. Modern studies of ancient thought might
thus do better to preface the texts that they wish to give with an essay, no matter how
brief, that would contain an account of what the society was like that produced this
thought. Great writers are both universal and eternal and at the same time at least to
some degree products of their own particular environment. Such an essay would furnish
an effective yardstick by which today's student, with his entirely different set of concepts,
could assess ancient achievements with greater accuracy, and it might very well make
him appreciate even more the truly remarkable achievement of this tiny group of seminal
minds, among whom Plato has a leading place, who flourished in Athens in the fifth centuryB.C.
However, 'even without such an essay or explanatory notes, it is better to read what
Plato said than not to do so; it is always a splendid experience, and to achieve it, the new
Bollingen Plato is no mean guide and companion.
-Hugh F. Graham
strongly~held conviction

Dr. Graham, A.B., M.A. University of Toronto. Ph.D. Princeton. is a specialist in Slavic studies in the
Department of History at the University of New Mexico.
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THE CHILDREN OF SANCHEZ, by Oscar
Lewis. New York: Random House, 1961.
522 pp. $7.5 0 •
Oscar Lewis is an anthropologist but,
more importandy, he is an artist. His Five
Families was as vivid and interesting a
study of Mexican life as has appeared in
recent years. If that can be taken as a symbol of Mexican life, this one may symbolize
all human life. Admittedly, both books are
of "los de abajo," underdogs in a Mexico
City slum, yet their problems are basically
universal. The accident of environment
only makes confronting the 'problems less
escapable. This was the fact that won the
Nobel Prize for Pearl Buck with The Good
Earth.
The new book tells the stories of the
members of one of the Five Families, the
children of one of several "free-union"
wives of a slum patriarch. It was not "written" in the conventional sense but taped in
interviews with the protagonists: Sanchez,
his two sons, and two daughters. In picaresque sensationalism, their stories as far
transcend Moll Flanders and 'oumalof the
Plague Year as DeFoe does the average
,
Pulitzer journalist.
If the tape technique used here raises
the question as to whether the writer too
is to be supplanted by the machine, the
answer supplied by this book is a resounding "Nol" for The Children of San~hez is
as much a triumph of skillful translation
and editing as it is of reporting. Yet it must
be admitted that the tape probably adds
verisimilitude to a raw slice of life that
would have been the ~vy and despair of
lola. This is life, however much a worm's
eye view of its seamy side. And, like life, it
is' far from totally depraved or totally
without nobility, however shocking or deBOOKS
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pressing. That this material was taped is
of no more significance scientifically than
if the first draft were transcribed with stub
pencil, goose quill, or on a typewriter, but
the evidence of selection from a wealth of
material which the mechanical-electronic
technique makes possible is obvious.
Granting that tape helped, so also did
the confidence of the Sanchez's in their
ghost, the skillful selec;:tion of material, and
the masterly yet far from litem translation.
The slum argot is transposed to its low
American equivalent but always true to its
flavor-without detracting so much as a
shriveled green chile or pinto bean from its
Mexican quality."' Compared to this style,
Pilar's lines in For Whom the Bel/Tolls
are elaborately artificial. When in the cadence of this speech, "Eh?" is interjected,
we surely hear the quick, nervous plea fo.r
a vote of confidence of <I&N0 es?" or <1& Verdad?" Realism would yield to exoticism
if these and other words were given us in
Spanish, however well understood they
might be. Yet here, there, and around the
edges, the literal Spanish shines through
its English guise, as in such quaint dichos
as elder son Manuel's "To those of us born
to be tamale eaters, heaven sends only
tamales," poetic in truth and profundity regardless of the Declaration of Independence.
While the author is a social scientist
who built up sympathetic rapport with his
subjects over a period of years in th,i"'line
of duty, the publisher's claim for
book
as a "scientific work" is spurious, though
the fact that it possesses "the immediacy
and force of great literature" is unde!liable.
It is .great folk literature per se. The subjects live closely knit lives, much of the
time in one small rOom. Their family his-
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tory is a joint history as seen from their
several viewpoints. The techni~ue of viewing the same events through different eyes
is at least as old as the Gospels but it has
been given peculiarly modern impetus by
Proust, James and Joyce, to say nothing of
nrowning's un-Victorian Rjng and the
Book. The modern effect is stereopticon
but somewhat unsettling. We see in-theround but is it a ghost we see? We have
about made up our mind and moral judgement on one aspect of the case when
slighdy different evidence from a new
vantage point shifts the focus and shakes
our conviction. There is dimensional perspective but without solidity. The volatile
stuff of life will not wait to be weighed
and metered.
And the author is no hdp; he does
not tdl us what to think. He may press the
buttons of his machine but docs not descend from it like Zeus in a basket. There
are no editorial interpolations; each character, from the ddest son to the youngest
daughter, tdIs his own story. In this sequence, the first section takes the characters
through childhood; the second takes each
through adolescence; and the final section,
through young adulthood. Sanchez's life,
more briefly told except as it direedy rdates
to these full brothers and. sisters, is presented as a prologue and epilogue.
While there is as much discontinuity
and anticlimax in these lives as there is in
most-the book ends not with a bang but
a whimper-the schema lends unity. Moreover, it is doubtful if the reader, unlike the
hardy Sanchez's, could stand much more,
in spite of the fact that what happens to
these people next has become very important.

It is far too tame and shallow Jo say,
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though it will be said. more than once
neverthdess, that this book will shed light
on the Latin American problem. It docs not
do so direcdy nor will it serve any cause
or party except perhaps that of the Society
for the Prevention of Complacency. It is a
book interesting for its technique but far
more so a moving picture of life.
-Rjcnard C. Angell
ELIZABETHAN DRAMA, Modern Essays in
Criticism, ed~ by Ralph J. Kaufmann. New
York: Oxford University Press, A Galaxy
Book, 1961. 360 pp. Paper, $2.25.
The Oxford anthologies of modern
critical essays are serving a useful purpose
for both teachers and students of English
literature. By reuniting a number of essays
that have hitherto been scattered throughout literary journals, they provide handy
manuals which present introductory material, useful viewpoints, summaries or other
materials which are often hdpful in serving
as points of orientation. There is no pretense at being comprehensive, but the
books offer a sampling of critical material
which in the compass of one small volume
is stimulating and thought-provoking
enough to encourage the reader to go further afield. As source books for papers,
studies, and articles they are invaluable.
Kaufmann's anthology opens with a general survey of Elizabethan and Jacobean
drama by F. P. Wilson, followed by a study
of Elizabethan tragedy by Hardin Craig.
Successive articles deal with aspects of the
work of Lyly, Marlowe, Chapman, Ben
Jonson, John Webster, Beaumont and Fletcher, and others. More space is given to
Marlowe and Jonson than to the others.
Shakespeare is omitted, since an earlier collection in this series is devoted entirely to
his work.
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SEUCTED POEMS, by Conrad Aiken. New York: Oxford, 1961 . 274 pp. $4.75.

,

Conrad Aiken's newest book contains selections from the enormous corpus of his
poetry, a body of work which covers the period extending from the second decade of the
century to the present. This attempt to present, in one small volume (for how many other
poets -would two hundred seventy-four pages represent just a portion of a life's work?),
a cohereIlt s~ection must impress the reader familiar with the huge Collected Poems
(Oxford, 1953) as a ruthless job of cutting.
. Yet I think that this selectivity has resulted in a book which is absolutely faithful to
the emerging tendencies of Aiken's poetry as they have been manifested in his best work.
The selections seem to have been made in order to emphasize philosophical and psychological concerns and to minimize the lyrical and ornamental aspects of his verse which
have resulted in easy platitudes about "musicianship" that one encounters so· frequently
in Aiken criticism.
This new selection ought to alter the usual view of Aiken, though it remains true
that his poetry does not lend itself readily to the New Criticism which, in so many cases,
has enthroned the densely packed and ambiguous lyric poem. Despite the amount of
cutting Aiken's poems have undergone in this volume, he is still preeminently a writer of
long and unfailingly ambitious poems.
Much of his early work has been omitted. Most of The Divine Pilgrim (which consisted of five "symphonies") is gone, though there is a fine selection from "Selin: A
Biography," which is an early example of that philosophical and psychological introspection sans unnecessary ornament which characterizes the later verse. When Aiken had
written The Divine Pilgrim, he commented that he was in quest of an "absolute poetry"
which "will not so much present an idea as use its resonance." But only as his poetry
developed did this resonance become rooted in these ideas and this, I think, is one of the
main reasons for the contemporary evaluation of him as a kind of latter-day Swinburne
when, in fact, Aiken's poetry has continued to mature long after it should have become
frozen in its early attitudes.
Two long poems from Aiken's middle period, "Preludes for Memnon" and "Time
in the Rock," are represented by about half of the original poems. This radical cutting
tends to make the poems more effective because of their original diffuseness and prolixity.
Both poems have a rather tentative style and subject (they are respectively subtitled "Pre_
ludes to Attitude" and "Preludes to Definition") which is vitiated in the original by a
conflict between narrative expression and actionless material. When the two poems are
cut, however, this actionless material is clearly seen to be meditation and it is understood
as such without unnecessary distraction.
In my o~n opinion, it is in the previously uncollected last poems of this book that
we have the perfection of Aiken's poetry. "A Letter from ~ Po" explores the identity
which exists between "the self becoming word, the word/becoming world . . ." and the
relationship of this identity with poetry: "The timelessness of time takes form in rhyme."
Li Po (the Rihaku that Pound translated) is simultaneously the man wholsunrelated
BOOKS
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to his world and the poet who makes what relationship is possible for a man in the permanence poetry offers.
Li Po, brought drunk to coon, took up his brush,
but washed his face among the lilies first,
then wrote ~e song of Lady Flying Swallow:
which Hsua~g Sung, the emperor, forthwith played,
moving quiclt fingers on a flute of jade.
Who will forget that afternoon? Still, still,
the singer holds his phrase, the rising moon
remains unrisen. Even the fountain's falling blade
hangs in the ~ unbroken, and says: Waitl

"Another Lycidas" is a moving elegy for a dead friend which explores poetically the
meaning of the small man's life in terms of his aesthetic responses to his environment.
This subject has been handled by Aiken before in parts of "Preludes for Memnon" and
in the frequendyanthologized "TeteIestai," and it represents one of his recurrent themes
-the attempt to define heroism without obeisance to worldly power which is intrinsically
transitory and so, fundamentally anti-poetic.
Selected Poems is, on the whole, extremely satisfactory for what it includes. "Brownstone Eclogues" would have been a welcome addition but then that poem will be published
in pagerback soon by the Indiana Press. I missed some of the "Improvisations: Lights and
Snow," and the poem 'pf Lorca, "The Poet'in Granada." But it would be hatd to say
exacdy what these poen}s could have r.eplaced, and this is the final measure of the book's
excellence: it is all good, but it is not all the good in Aiken. Readers of Selected Poems will
realize that Conrad Aik~ is one of the major poets,of our time.
-Henry B. Chapin
"Hank" Chapin, interestingicombination of poet, scholar, and ex-truck driver, has attended Colgate University, Columbia College where he was graduated, and, on a fellowship, New York University. He received the degree of M.A. from the University of New Mexico and is at present pursuing graduate studies
thete. His thesis subject was Aiken, with whom he has been in correspondence. Verse by Chapin has appeared in Ch~lsea. TheSpa",ow, and Chicago Review.

H. L. M.: THE MENCKEN BIBLIOGRAPHY, •are astounding landmarks of a living
compo by Betty Adler with' assistance of legend, the phenomenqn of Henry Lewis
Jane,Wilhelm. Baltimore: The Johns Hop-- Mencken. Some sample statisti~ may serve
kins Press, 1961. 373 pp., 8 photographs. to prove the point. We find a page and a
half listing dozens of Mencken pseudo$7.50 •
One does not look upon a necessary nyms. Most of them have a ring of authentool such as this Mencken bibliography as ticity lacking in such theatrical noms de
starding, useful though it may prove to plume as "0. Henry" and "Mark Twain,"
scholars in American Studies, yet there are though when the assumed names were
some remarkable facets to this book that fancy they could be very fancy, like "Torre,
claim for it the momentary attention at Raoul della; Aubigny, Pierre d'; Verdi, Maleast 9f a wider audience; for compiled here rie de." Among the more dignified which
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had an air of authenticity and respectability poker, fiddling in string quartets, fighting,
like the aliases of a confidence man or a courting, or avoiding duels and drinking
bad-check artist, were "Anderson, C. Far- beer! T!llrty-four pages list magazine arley; Gilray, J. D.; Morgan, Harriet; Rat- ticles he wrote, fifteen pages of books and
cliffe, James P., Ph.D."
pamphlets-to say nothing of coundess
There are forty pages of articles writ- newspaper stories which, recorded by year,
ten about H. L. M.listed, the first written in account for the bulk of the volume.
1908 signed by "The Ringmaster," the exceptional improbable pseudonym Mencken MODERN BRITISH FICTION: Essays in Critiassumed for Town Topics book reviews in cism, ed. by Mark Scharer. New York: OxBook,
1914, presumptive evidence that even then ford University Press: A Galaxy
,
he was his own best publicist; the last writ- 1961. 428 pp. Paper, $2.25.
The approach of this book in the Esten in 1961 in Esquire by the editor, Arnold
Gingrich: "How to become the Second Best says in Criticism series is somewhat different from that of earlier anthologies of these
Authority on Almost Anything."
There are seventeen pages of "Sections groups of essays, but the end result is equalof Books Devoted to H. L. Mencken," the ly as useful as the others. Mark Schorer
first in an account of Maryland newspaper states in his preface that the purposes of
men "Past and Present," written in 1905; the present. collection are "t~ define twenthe last by G. W. Johnson in 1961 lament- tieth-century British fiction in general, to
ing "the absence of the most accurate bow- show how it is different from fiction that
man of the twentieth century who substan- came earlier.... The second purpose is to
tially reduced the sum total of imbecility in evaluate, through their major works, the
American life and letters." There are two major novelists." The present output of
pages of books and a half page of musical contemporary British authors is probably
compositions dedicated to H. L. M., three too much with us for any critics to be
and a half pages of books, magazines, and totally objective about its value, but the
magazine articles listed, admittedly inspired authors treated in this anthology are generally recognized as the most significant of
by him.
Five pages of full-length books and dis- the first half of the twentieth century. Those
sertations are listed as having been written treated are introduced by a general essay by
upon the subject of H. L. Mencken, and Virginia Woolf and followed by specific
one may conjecture, pardy as the result of studies of Thomas Hardy, Joseph Conrad,
this bibliography, that there will be more Ford Madox Ford, E. M. Forster, D. H.
to come. There are pages of speeches, talks, Lawrence, James Joyce, and Virginia
radio addresses, and correspondence pub- "Woolf. The collection concludes with D. H.
lished about him. Less surprising is the Lawrence's "Surgery for the Novel-or a
great volume of tides listed as written by Bomb," which although published in 1923,
the critic-lexicographer himself, a prolific is still timely. Other authors, of course,
and hard-working journalist: one hundred coold have been included, but the book
pages of book review tides alone. This on runs to 428 pages as it is.
top of compiling dictionaries, playing
-J. R. Feynn
BOOKS
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PUBLISHING COMPANY announces a
new $5000 Delta Prize Novel award to go
to an original work of adult fiction in English of at least 50,00o-word length. The contest will open on Januafy 1 of each year and
close on May 31. The winner will receive
$2500 outright and $2500 as an advance
against royalties on an edition to be published in a new quality series of Delta paperback originals in oversized format and
large, readable type.
The 1962 contest will be judged by
DELL

Mary McCarthy, Leslie Fiedler and Walter
van Tilburgh Clark. If in the opinion of
the judges, there are no worthy entries, no
prize will be awarded; on the other hand, if
there are entries other than the prize winner judged publishable, they too may be
published in the new series on a basis agreeable to authors. Further information may
be obtained from Phyllis Bellows, Director
of Publicity, Dell Publishing Company,
Inc., 750 Third Avenue, New York 17,
N.Y.

BOOKS RECEIVED
THE ACE OF THE SPLENDID MAcmNE, by Don
Geiger. Japan: Hokuseido Press, 1961.' 183
pp~ $U5·
A. I. DENIKIN AND THE ANTI-BOLSHEVIK MoVEMENT IN SOOTH RUSSIA, by William G. Rosenberg. Amherst: Amherst College, 19(}2.. 76 pp..
S ·95·
ALLIANCE FOR PaOGRESS, ed. by Pan American
Union, General Secretariat Organization of
American States. Washington, D.C.: Pan
American Union, 1961. 49 pp. $ .50.
THE AMERICAN SHORT STORY, by Danforth Ross.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
19 61 . 45 pp. $ .6S·
AN UNAVOIDABLE DELAY, by piana Athill. New
York: Doubleday, 1962..2.°5 pp. $4.50'
ANNUAL BIBUOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND
LITERATU1l.E, ed. by Nylon, Rigby and White,
in association with University of Colorado
Press. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1962.642. pp. $17.50'
AR1EL: EssAYS ON THE ARTS AND THE HiSTORY AND
PmLOSOPHY OF MEDICINE; by Felix MartiIbanez. New York: MD Publications, 1962.
2.98 pp. $6.50.
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AULA AND REN!, by Francois-Rene de Chateaubriand. New York: Signet Classic, New American Library, 1962. lI8 pp. $ .50.
BILLY THE KID AND THE OLD REGIME IN THE SOUTHWEST, by Albert E. Hyde. Ruidoso, N. M.:
Frontier Book Co., 1960. 2.6 pp. No price.
BRITISH RELATIONS WITH SIND, by Robert A. Huttenback. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1962. 166 pp. $4.00.
THE CAsE OF MAJESTY, by M. M. Reese. New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1962. 353 pp. $8.00.
COLOMBIA: A CoNTEMPORARY POLITICAL SURVEY,
by John D. Martz. Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1962.385 pp. $7.50.
COMMON SENSE ABOUT RACE, by Philip Mason. New
York: Macmillan, 1961. 170 pp. $2.95.
CONINGSBY, by Benjamin Disraeli. New York: Signet Classic, New American Library, 1962.470
pp. $ ·75·
THE CoNTEMPORARY ENGLISH NOVEL, by Frederick
R. Karl. New York: Farrar, Straus & Cudahy,
19 62.3°4 pp. $4.95.
CONTEMPORARY ETmCAL THEORIES, by Luther J.
Binkley. New York: Philosophical Library,
1961. 208 pp. $4.75.
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